Just one click for your safety

- Maximum protection
- Maximum hygiene
- Maximum drinking pleasure

MADE IN EUROPE
www.hsi-promotion.com
DOSENMAX keeps debris, bees and other insects out of your beverage cans. For a safe and hygienic way to drink directly out of a can.

**Very user friendly!**

Open your can, apply Dosenmax by inserting the small “nose” under the can opening and press it down.

**Fits on all beverage cans**

DOSENMAX is carefully designed to fit on all beverage cans: energy drink cans, beer cans or even coffee cans.

**PROS of using Dosenmax**

For hygienic drinking directly out of your soda can
Protects your can and keeps out debris and insects
Covers sharp edges of opened soda cans + it is your personal can marker

**Individual printing options**

DOSENMAX can be made in any color of your choice and branded or embossed with your logo.

**FAST DELIVERY TIME**

HSI Promotion GmbH, Rudolfsbahngrütel 80, A-9020 Klagenfurt, Austria
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hsi-promotion.com  fix-bottle.com  capsaway.de